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Abstract 34 

Background. Disruptive mutations to GRIN2B are considered a high-confidence genetic factor of 35 

autism spectrum disorder (ASD), yet only ~25% of patients with GRIN2B mutations are given a 36 

formal ASD diagnosis. Here, we generate a comprehensive understanding of the ASD profile in 37 

children with de novo disruptive GRIN2B variants, including social communication deficits and 38 

restricted and repetitive behaviors (RRBs). 39 

Methods: The ASD profile was measured in 34 children with disruptive GRIN2B variants, 40 

including clinically assessed ASD severity (subset of 16 children) and parental reports of ASD 41 

symptomology. GRIN2B ASD profiles were compared to 96 children with a different pathogenic 42 

ASD-associated mutation, as well as 55 children with ASD stratified based upon low (n = 14) or 43 

average (n = 41) nonverbal cognition. Following statistical group comparisons, unique GRIN2B 44 

ASD features were further characterized using qualitative analysis of clinical observations and 45 

case reports.  46 

Results: Both GRIN2B and pathogenic groups exhibited similar proportions of formal ASD 47 

diagnoses and clinically assessed ASD severity was similar across comparison groups. Parents 48 

endorsed fewer problematic social behaviors and impairing RRBs in certain categories, 49 

highlighting relative strengths in socioemotional reciprocity and fewer reported problems with 50 

rigidity or restricted interests. Contextualization of behaviors based upon clinical observations 51 

indicated a unique GRIN2B profile describing high motivation to approach others, but often 52 

inappropriate social responses. Atypical nonverbal communication and sensory seeking were 53 

evident.  54 

Limitations: This study is limited by the small sample size for the clinically assessed GRIN2B 55 

subset. Second, the ASD comparison group was older than the GRIN2B or Pathogenic groups. 56 

Lastly, we focus on ASD symptomology and do not fully characterize other psychiatric, 57 

behavioral, or medical comorbidities or link the ASD profile to the specific function of GRIN2B 58 
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variants (e.g., loss or gain of function), which may be a critical next step for developing targeted 59 

interventions. 60 

Conclusions: We identify a unique ASD profile for children with disruptive GRIN2B variants  61 

involving strengths in social motivation/approach and reduced impairing RRBs. Continued work 62 

phenotyping GRIN2B should incorporate nuanced examination of these strengths in the context 63 

of the challenges faced by individuals with disruptive GRIN2B variants.  64 

 65 

Keywords: GRIN2B, autism spectrum disorder, genetic etiology, social impairment, restricted 66 

and repetitive behaviors  67 
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1. Background 68 

Autism spectrum disorder is a heterogeneous neurodevelopmental disorder (NDD) 69 

characterized by social communication impairments, as well as restrictive and repetitive 70 

interfering behaviors [1]. Ongoing efforts over the past decade have uncovered critical genetic 71 

factors linked to ASD and related neurodevelopmental disorders (e.g., intellectual disability, 72 

ID)[2,3], which may elucidate the biological mechanisms of ASD as a crucial step for developing 73 

treatments. Single de novo likely gene-disrupting (LGD) mutations and rare copy number 74 

variations account for approximately 30% of simplex ASD cases [4–6], yet the unique 75 

constellation of ASD symptomology associated with specific events is limited by the rarity of 76 

cases and a lack of in-depth phenotype information.  77 

One such ASD-associated risk gene involves recurrent disruptive mutations in GRIN2B 78 

that are associated with ASD and ID [7–12], as well as other childhood-onset 79 

neurodevelopmental disorders [13–15]. The GRIN2B gene, located on the short arm of 80 

chromosome 12, encodes the GluN2B subunit of the N-Methyl-d-aspartate (NMDA) receptors 81 

(NMDARs) widely expressed in the central nervous system. NMDA receptors mediate 82 

excitatory neurotransmission and appear to play a crucial role in brain development, learning, 83 

and synaptic plasticity [7,16]. GluN2B expression is highest during prenatal and postnatal 84 

periods, and begins to decline during the postnatal period and become more restricted to the 85 

forebrain [17]. Functional disruption of GluN2B subunit and NDMA signaling is theorized to 86 

result in disruptions in neuronal connections, synaptic plasticity, and excitatory transmission 87 

[7]. Healthy populations demonstrate significantly less variation in the GRIN2B gene than 88 

clinical groups, suggesting GRIN2B is likely instrumental to normal neurological functioning and 89 

development [12,18].  90 

Despite being implicated as a strong candidate ASD risk gene [14,19], one study 91 

suggested only ~25% of patients (23 of 91 patients with phenotype data) present with an ASD 92 
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phenotype [11]. For instance, although significant social problems are noted on standardized 93 

measures, qualitative reports characterize children with GRIN2B mutations as friendly and 94 

socially boundless, with a tendency to approach others in a trusting manner [15]. The current 95 

investigation aims to delve into a closer inspection of ASD symptomology within a large sample 96 

of children with de novo disruptive GRIN2B mutations to better understand GRIN2B as a 97 

possible etiology of ASD. To best understand the unique features of this group, the current 98 

study will be the first to compare quantitatively assessed clinical and behavioral characteristics 99 

in a sample of individuals with de novo GRIN2B variants to patients with disruptive mutations to 100 

other high confidence NDD risk genes [20–24], as well as a large comparison group of 101 

individuals with ASD but without identified likely gene disrupting (LGD) mutations (i.e., Idiopathic 102 

ASD). Importantly, the latter comparison group of children without an LGD event will be stratified 103 

by cognition to better disentangle the impact of intellectual disability and cognitive impairments 104 

on ASD symptomology. Subsequent to traditional group statistical analyses, we utilize a 105 

qualitative approach to contextualize the results via the examination of clinical observations and 106 

case reports. These efforts to distinguish a unique phenotype that differentiates the GRIN2B 107 

presentation from that of ASD (with and without ID) and other genetic ASD subtypes is 108 

important for guiding future research and clinical endeavors including identification and 109 

treatment with this population.  110 

Materials and Methods 111 

Participants. Recruitment sources included genetic-first studies at the University of 112 

Washington (TIGER and ZEBRA), and an additional 19 participants with disruptive GRIN2B 113 

mutations were included from the Simons Variation in Individuals Project (SVIP, now known as 114 

Simons Searchlight)[25]. Participants were ascertained in two ways based upon group: (1) the 115 

presence of a disruptive mutation that is associated with ASD and related neurodevelopmental 116 

disorders (GRIN2B target group and Pathogenic comparison group); or (2) the presence of a 117 
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known ASD diagnosis (ASD comparison group). Main analyses involve a total of 34 individual 118 

children with de novo GRIN2B mutations who were compared to three comparison groups: (1) 119 

Pathogenic group consisting of 96 age-, sex-, and cognitive-matched children with a different 120 

pathogenic, ASD-associated mutation, regardless of whether the child had an ASD diagnosis. 121 

Children with ASD and no known ASD-associated disruptive mutation were split into (2) ASD No 122 

Event Low IQ (≤70 NVIQ, n = 14). matched on sex and nonverbal cognition, and (3) ASD No 123 

Event Average IQ (85-115 NVIQ, n = 41), matched on sex. An extended discussion of 124 

developmental considerations due to the lack of an ASD comparison group matched on 125 

chronological age is included below as a limitation of the current study. 126 

See Table 1 for full participant characterization and group differences. Comprehensive 127 

characterization was conducted with participants by research clinicians either on-site at the 128 

University of Washington or via home visit at the participant’s home (n = 13 for GRIN2B, n = 99 129 

for Pathogenic). Each ASD No Event participant completed a visit at the University of 130 

Washington. Children participating on-site or via home visit completed a cognitive and adaptive 131 

testing and received a diagnosis of ID or global developmental delay (GDD) by research 132 

clinicians using the DSM-5 [26]. Diagnoses of GDD were given to participants under age 5 133 

years who demonstrated significant impairment in intellectual and adaptive functioning. 134 

Additional measures were collected via remote participation (i.e., online surveys and phone 135 

calls) for the other remaining participants. All data collection and research procedures were 136 

approved by the University of Washington ethical review board, and written and informed 137 

consent and/or assent were obtained from all participating individuals capable of consent or 138 

assent. 139 

Genetic characterization. For GRIN2B and Pathogenic groups, presence of a disruptive 140 

variant was confirmed through review of the clinical genetic testing lab report or through 141 

targeted or exome sequencing conducted as part of the referring study [24,25]. See SI Table 1 142 

for full genetic characterization. The main analyses are restricted to individuals with single gene 143 
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mutations deemed to be pathogenic (i.e., mutation to GRIN2B or other ASD-risk associated 144 

gene). An additional two participants with a GRIN2B mutation deemed a variant of unknown 145 

significance completed a portion of remote research procedures and supplemental analyses 146 

with the full GRIN2B sample can be found in SI Table 2. 147 

Measuring the ASD profile:  148 

Clinically-assessed ASD severity and ASD symptomology. Gold standard ASD 149 

diagnostic instruments were administered by research reliable clinicians, including the Autism 150 

Diagnostic Observation Schedule-Second Edition (ADOS-2)[27] to directly assess ASD 151 

symptoms and the Autism Diagnostic Interview –Revised (ADI-R) [28] to assess developmental 152 

history and parent report of ASD symptoms. Diagnoses reported by remote parents without 153 

confirmation are described as suspected, and diagnoses confirmed by our research team using 154 

the DSM-5 [26] are noted as clinically confirmed. Data was analyzed in three ways. First, 155 

calibrated severity scores (CSS) were utilized as an ASD severity metric for comparison across 156 

ADOS-2 module [29]. Second, to compliment this quantitative assessment of ASD severity, we 157 

utilized the ADI-R to characterize ASD symptomology by selecting relevant items to address 158 

specific a priori subdomains (SI Table 3) that best follow the DSM-V diagnosis criteria and are 159 

appropriate for individuals with intellectual disability and/or language impairment (e.g., ID or 160 

GDD populations). We examined scores related to both historical and current behaviors to 161 

better understand early problems and characterize the current ASD profile. We converted raw 162 

scores to the following categorical values: No impairment (scores of 0), Unclear impairment 163 

(scores of 1), and Clear impairment (scores of 2 or 3). ADI-R scores of 7, 8, or 9 were 164 

considered missing data. Lastly, following quantitative results, we evaluated clinical case 165 

reports, clinician notes, and ADOS-2 item scores to qualitatively describe ASD symptoms 166 

associated with GRIN2B (described in more depth below). 167 
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Parent-reported social ASD symptoms. Three metrics were used as primary outcomes. 168 

First, parents completed the Social Responsiveness Scale Second edition (SRS-2) [30]. The 169 

SRS-2 has five subscales assessing various types of social impairment, including social 170 

awareness (i.e., the ability to pick up on social cues), social cognition (i.e., the ability to interpret 171 

social cues), social communication (i.e., social communication skills including expressive social 172 

communication), social motivation (i.e., overall motivation to engage in social-interpersonal 173 

behavior), and autistic mannerisms (i.e., stereotyped behaviors and/or highly restricted 174 

interests). Second, parents completed the Social Communication Questionnaire [31], which 175 

serves as a widespread screening measure for ASD in youth [32,33]. Third, parents completed 176 

the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales, Second Edition (VABS-II) [34], which was used to 177 

assess adaptive functioning skills in the areas of communication, daily living skills and 178 

socialization. For the purposes of this paper and aligned with prior work [35,36], we focus on the 179 

socialization subdomain as it pertains to social ASD symptoms. Additional measures, including 180 

the Theory of Mind inventory (ToMI) [37,38] and Empathy Quotient (EQ) [39], were collected 181 

but had insufficient GRIN2B participants (n = 6) for valid conclusions1. Analyses for these 182 

measures can be found in SI Table 4.  183 

Parent-reported restricted and repetitive behaviors (RRB) ASD symptoms. Parents of 184 

children in the GRIN2B or Pathogenic groups completed the Repetitive Behavior Scale-Revised 185 

(RBS-R) [40], which included a total t-score, as well as t-scores for subdomains of sensorimotor 186 

behaviors, restricted interests, self-injurious behaviors, compulsive behaviors, and need for 187 

sameness. RBS-R data were unavailable for children with idiopathic ASD.  188 

Quantitative analytic plan. A series of linear mixed-effects models were computed in R 189 

version 3.6.1 using the lme4() package [41] to determine main effects of group, with a focus on 190 

                                                
1 A priori power analyses using G*Power [74] indicated a minimum of 12 participants per group 
to achieve 90% power for large effects (α = .05). 
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GRIN2B group differences relative to Pathogenic, ASD No Event Low IQ, and ASD No Event 191 

Average IQ. Pairwise comparisons were corrected using Bonferroni correction. Analyses on 192 

ADI-R items involved Chi-square tests between qualitative level of impairment (None, Unclear, 193 

Clear) and group.  194 

Qualitative analytic plan. Lastly, we analyzed clinical observations to qualitatively 195 

describe ASD symptoms associated with GRIN2B. Qualitative descriptions of 13 participants 196 

with disruptive GRIN2B mutations who completed comprehensive in-person evaluations were 197 

examined and coded by a licensed psychologist with expertise in ASD assessment and rare 198 

genetic disorders. The clinician reviewed two documents for each participant: (1) clinical case 199 

reports and (2) clinician assessment notes. Behaviors of interest among social communication 200 

and RRB domains were derived post hoc from ADI-R items, SRS-2 domains, and RBS-R 201 

domains where significant differences were identified in the GRIN2B group. Social 202 

communication behaviors that were coded included the following: social motivation, quality and 203 

frequency of social response, appropriateness of social responses, reciprocal conversation, 204 

social disinhibition, showing and directing attention, and pointing to express interest. RRBs 205 

included the following: stereotyped/idiosyncratic use of words or phrases, restricted interests, 206 

use of objects, or behavior, presence of routines or rituals or difficulties with minor changes, 207 

hand and finger or other complex mannerisms, and noted sensory differences. The clinician 208 

also reviewed examiner notes for indicators of motor deficits or delay to further characterize 209 

quantitative data, particularly to inform conceptualization of RRBs and nonverbal pointing 210 

behaviors.  211 

To complement clinical observations, ADOS-2 item-level scores across modules 1, 2, 212 

and 3 corresponding to these domains were reviewed and compiled. Again, items reviewed 213 

were selected based on the results of quantitative analyses. In the Social Affect category, items 214 

measuring the following behaviors were reviewed: pointing, gesture use, amount of social 215 

overtures toward examiner or caregiver, quality of social response, quality of rapport with 216 
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examiner, and amount of reciprocal social communication. In the Restricted and Repetitive 217 

Behavior category, items measuring unusual sensory interest, complex body mannerisms, and 218 

repetitive interests or stereotyped behavior were reviewed. Participants were then stratified by 219 

presence of ASD diagnosis to determine shared and distinct characteristics. 220 

Results 221 

Clinically-assessed ASD severity and ASD symptomology. As evident in Table 1, from 222 

individuals with available data, 75% of participants with disruptive GRIN2B and 79% of 223 

participants with other pathogenic mutations had a clinician-confirmed or parent-reported 224 

diagnosis of ASD. Standardized ADOS-2 CSS scores indicated similar ASD severity for all 225 

groups, F(3,53) = 0.90, p = 0.45, including social affect and RRB subdomains, p’s > 0.27, 226 

suggesting that severity of clinician-observed ASD symptoms is comparable. See Table 2 for 227 

descriptive statistics of ADOS-2.  228 

As illustrated within Figure 1 (full proportions available in SI Table 3), the proportion of 229 

GRIN2B parents endorsing clear, problematic social behaviors and impairing RRBs is low on 230 

several items relative to the comparison groups on the ADI-R, highlighting several potential 231 

strengths. For instance, more than half of the GRIN2B children exhibited positive 232 

socioemotional reciprocity (e.g., social smiling, shared enjoyment with others) and only a few 233 

parents reported problems with routines or restricted interests. Parents did note problems with 234 

current friendships (item 65, 83.3%), though only one of four children (older than 10 years of 235 

age for this historical item) were endorsed as having a history of problems with friendships 236 

between age 10-15 years. Other areas of concern included showing and directing attention 237 

(item 52, 50.5% with current and 75% with abnormal behaviors between 4-5 years of age) and 238 

social disinhibition (item 66, 87.5% with current and 81.3% with abnormal behaviors between 4-239 

5 years of age).  240 

Statistical results relevant to GRIN2B are reported in Table 3 (see SI Table 3 for full 241 

results). GRIN2B and Pathogenic groups exhibited elevated patterns on several items relative to 242 
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ASD comparison groups, including current problems showing and directing attention (Item 52) 243 

and problems pointing to express interest at age 4-5 years (item 42; GRIN2B group also 244 

elevated on current behaviors). However, the genetic groups exhibited fewer problems involving 245 

rituals and routines (current problems, item 74; lifetime problems, items 70, 74) and restricted or 246 

circumscribed interests (lifetime problems, item 68). Two historical items indicated a unique 247 

profile for the GRIN2B group. First, only 2 of 16 GRIN2B parents reported problems with 248 

appropriateness of social responses at age 4-5 years (item 59) relative to the Pathogenic and 249 

ASD Low NVIQ groups. Second, a similarly low proportion of GRIN2B parents (5 out of 16) 250 

reported lifetime problems with abnormal, idiosyncratic, or negative responses to sensory stimuli 251 

(item 73), relative to both ASD comparison groups.  252 

Parent-reported symptoms. Full descriptive statistics are provided in Table 2.  253 

Social responsiveness and social skills as measured via the SRS-2 total score indicated 254 

an overall group effect that was clarified by significant effects within subdomains (see Figure 2). 255 

Unsurprisingly, given the IQ stratification across groups, the ASD Average group exhibited 256 

fewer social cognitive and social communication problems than the genetic groups including the 257 

GRIN2B group. Most notably, the GRIN2B group exhibited fewer social motivation problems 258 

relative to both ASD No Event groups, t(64)’s< 2.93, p’s<.029, (and numerically relative to the 259 

Pathogenic group, t(624)=2.35, p=.13). 260 

Based upon the SCQ as an ASD screener, all groups indicated elevated risk (group 261 

means > 11) with a significant group effect but no significant pairwise comparisons after 262 

Bonferroni-correction, p’s > .067. Of note, although the majority of the GRIN2B group scored 263 

within the high ASD risk range, 25% of the GRIN2B group scored within the low ASD risk range 264 

(scores <= 10) relative to <9% of the comparison groups, indicating a possible GRIN2B 265 

subgroup stratified by ASD risk. 266 
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The VABS-2 indicated poor socialization adaptive abilities for GRIN2B, Pathogenic, and 267 

ASD Low groups relative to the ASD Average group, p < .0001, which may be tied to the IQ 268 

stratification.  269 

Lastly, the ASD Low group exhibited the most prominent repetitive behaviors measured 270 

via the RBS-R, particularly related to compulsive behaviors, p < .0001. However, the GRIN2B 271 

group also exhibited fewer sameness behaviors (e.g., insisting that routines and environment 272 

stay the same) relative to ASD Average and ASD Low comparison groups.  273 

Contextualization based upon clinical case reports. Evaluation of qualitative data 274 

revealed similarities within social communication, RRB, and motor domains across GRIN2B 275 

participants. Qualitative examiner notes and case reports were available for 13 GRIN2B 276 

participants who completed comprehensive evaluations. One participant’s ADOS-2 was not 277 

scored due to significant validity concerns associated with severe motor and cognitive 278 

impairment, so ADOS-2 item scores were available for 12 participants. The majority of 279 

participants were described as motivated to socially approach others (n = 11/13; 84%); 280 

however, social approach was often characterized as inappropriate or awkward. In addition, 281 

social response was commonly described as limited (n = 9/13, 69%), with noted difficulty 282 

sustaining reciprocal conversation among verbal participants (n = 7/8; 87%). During 283 

examination with the ADOS-2, half of GRIN2B participants made frequent social overtures 284 

toward the examiner (item score of 0, n = 6/12; 50%); slightly less than half of participants who 285 

completed a Module 1 or 2 made frequent social overtures toward their caregiver (n = 4/9; 286 

44%). However, very few participants engaged in appropriate and effective social overtures 287 

(item score of 0, n = 2/12; 17%) or responses (item score of 0, n = 1/12; 8%). 288 

Participants were also described in clinician notes as having limited or absent pointing to 289 

show interest (n = 9/13 69%). During the ADOS-2, only one proband who completed Module 1 290 

or 2 pointed with an index finger and coordinated gaze to reference distal objects during at least 291 

two activities (item score of 0, n = 1/9; 11%). However, significant motor difficulties were present 292 
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across 100% of GRIN2B participants as reported by clinicians and supported by parental 293 

report2; these delays may have impacted participants’ ability to point with a single index finger. 294 

The severity of reported motor delays was highly variable (e.g., ranged from “use of wheelchair” 295 

to “difficulty changing speed and direction of walking”) and not ascertained systematically, and 296 

thus we can only make limited conclusions about the degree to which this finding may be unique 297 

to the GRIN2B phenotype.  298 

 Within the RRB domain, high rates of restrictive interests and/or repetitive behaviors 299 

were present (n = 11/13; 84%). Fine-grained examination of clinician notes indicated a majority 300 

of GRIN2B participants had a noted sensory difference (n = 10/13; 76%), with over one-third (n 301 

= 5; 38%) presenting with a hypersensitivity to sound, likely indicating variable presentation of 302 

sensory sensitivity. Additionally, frequent mouthing and licking of objects was noted in 30% of 303 

participants (n = 4/13; 31%). Atypical hand and arm movements (e.g., hand mannerisms, hand 304 

flapping, finger posturing) were also highly prevalent within the sample (n = 9/13 69%). The 305 

majority of participants demonstrated clear complex mannerisms during the ADOS-2 (item score 306 

of 2 or 3, n = 7/12; 58%). Less than half of participants demonstrated clear repetitive or 307 

stereotyped interests or behaviors (item score of 2 or 3, n = 5/12; 42%). Clear unusual sensory 308 

interests were not observed frequently during the ADOS-2 (item score of 2 or 3, n = 3/12; 25%); 309 

however, mouthing of objects would likely not be coded in this section per ADOS-2 scoring 310 

guidelines.   311 

 GRIN2B participants were then stratified by ASD diagnosis to determine qualitative ASD 312 

profile differences for children who did not receive an ASD diagnosis by the clinical research 313 

team. Among the non-ASD GRIN2B group (n = 5), two participants presented with profound 314 

cognitive and motor impairments that complicated diagnostic confirmation and impacted ADOS-315 

2 assessment validity. The remaining three participants were noted by clinicians to have social 316 

                                                
2 Based upon parents who completed the Developmental Coordination Disorder (DCD) 
Questionnaire [75], all GRIN2B parents (n=17/17; 100%) indicated or suspected DCD. 
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communication skills commensurate with their developmental level. Of these three participants, 317 

all engaged in frequent social overtures toward the examiner (item score of 0, n = 3/3, 100%) 318 

and their caregiver (item score of 0, n = 3/3, 100%) during the ADOS-2. Clear impairments in 319 

quality of social overture and response were also not observed for these participants (item score 320 

of 2 or 3, n = 0/3; 0%). Within the non-ASD GRIN2B group, all participants were characterized 321 

as motivated to approach others (n = 5/5; 100%), with over half of the participants noted as 322 

demonstrating appropriate social response (n = 3/5; 60%). Participants were also described as 323 

having limited or absent pointing to show interest (n = 4/5; 80%), which was consistent with 324 

ADOS-2 scores (item score of 0, 0/3; 0%). A majority (n = 3/5; 60%) demonstrated restrictive 325 

interests and/or repetitive behaviors. Again, fine-grained examination of clinician notes indicated 326 

a majority of non-ASD GRIN2B participants had a noted sensory difference (n = 4/5, 80%), with 327 

half noted to have a hypersensitivity to sound (n = 2/4; 50%), and half reported to engage in 328 

frequent mouthing/licking of objects (n = 2/4, 50%). All three probands whose social 329 

communication skills were reportedly commensurate with their developmental level displayed at 330 

least one clear restricted or repetitive behavior during the ADOS-2 (item score of 2 or 3); two 331 

demonstrated complex mannerisms, one demonstrated an unusual sensory interest, and one 332 

demonstrated a stereotyped interest or behavior. 333 

 334 

Discussion 335 

 In this study, we generated a comprehensive description of the ASD profile in children 336 

with de novo disruptive GRIN2B variants to elucidate unique features relative to other LGD and 337 

ASD comparison groups. Our findings indicate a distinct GRIN2B ASD phenotype that displayed 338 

fewer problematic social behaviors and impairing RRBs. Specifically, we note intact 339 

socioemotional reciprocity and fewer reported challenges with the rigidity of routines or 340 

restricted interests, which were supported and contextualized by clinical observations. Here, we 341 
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discuss the constellation of features in more depth and describe implications for clinical 342 

outcomes and treatment.  343 

Strengths in socioemotional reciprocity.  344 

Among children with de novo GRIN2B variants, socioemotional reciprocity appears to be 345 

a unique strength of the phenotype relative to LGD and idiopathic ASD groups. Social smiling 346 

and shared enjoyment with others were also reported in over half the GRIN2B group. Historical 347 

lifetime prevalence of reciprocal friendships also confirms an intact social motivation profile. 348 

Roughly half of the GRIN2B sample demonstrated frequent social overtures towards examiners 349 

or caregivers as indicated by ADOS-2 item scores. Additionally, parent report on the SRS-2 350 

indicated that GRIN2B participants exhibited less social motivation difficulties compared to the 351 

idiopathic ASD group. This is in contrast to SRS-2 profiles among several known ASD-352 

associated mutation groups; for example, individuals with CHD8 and FMR1 mutations are 353 

characterized by notably low social motivation [42,43]. However, items within the social 354 

motivation SRS-2 subscale are relatively diverse, including approach/avoidance of social 355 

situations (e.g., “Would rather be alone than with others”), aspects of self-confidence, and 356 

symptoms of social anxiety (e.g., seems much more fidgety in social situations than when 357 

alone). Given previously identified associations between SRS scores and genetic risk [44], it 358 

may be helpful to engage in a more fine-grained item-level analyses to better specify areas of 359 

social strengths in GRIN2B children that can be captured by parental report.  360 

Extending from clinical observations noted within the case reports and clinical 361 

descriptions, GRIN2B participants were frequently characterized as demonstrating high social 362 

motivation and approach, consistent with quantitative data across both gold-standard clinical 363 

assessments and parent-report. Overall, the social exuberance observed in the current sample 364 

is consistent with previous characterizations describing individuals with de novo GRIN2B 365 

mutations as “trusting” and “socially boundless”[15]. Interestingly, qualitative notes stratified by 366 
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ASD diagnosis revealed similar profiles of social motivation and approach, such that regardless 367 

of whether the child met strict ASD diagnostic criteria, socioemotional reciprocity was noted as a 368 

strength. Continued phenotyping work is encouraged to delineate and identify how social 369 

strengths may be unique in GRIN2B populations and can be leveraged to bolster social skills 370 

and communication interventions.  371 

Inappropriate social responses.  372 

Despite social strengths in motivation and approach, GRIN2B social profiles also 373 

demonstrate consistently inappropriate or limited social response. ADI-R items indicated 374 

elevated problems as a young child with appropriateness of social responses (item 59) 375 

compared to the pathogenic and ASD Low NVIQ groups. Within qualitative data examined, 376 

social response was commonly described as limited, including clinical descriptions such as 377 

“socially naïve, unsure what to say and do”, “does not respond to attempts by others to engage”, 378 

and “inappropriate facial expressions (hysterical laughter)”.  Participants with verbal skills also 379 

demonstrated noted difficulty sustaining reciprocal conversation. Clinical characterizations of 380 

this difficulty included a limited ability to sustain conversation outside of the participant’s own 381 

interests and requiring repeated probes to report on events.   382 

As impairments in social interactions are a key diagnostic feature of ASD, it is critical to 383 

characterize differences across social motivation and social response among etiologically 384 

distinct subgroups to inform precision medicine. One theory is that early alterations to social 385 

motivation and reward appear to alter underlying mechanisms that ultimately disrupt social 386 

processing in ASD [45], supported by work in neuroimaging [46–48]. It may be possible that 387 

social motivation serves as a protective factor for children with de novo GRIN2B mutations, 388 

whereas inappropriate social responses may reflect underlying social misjudgment [49]. Prior 389 

work in a large ASD sample indicated that despite evidence that high social motivation can 390 
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facilitate social skills, social dysregulation (e.g., internalization, aggressive behaviors, irritability) 391 

may interfere with positive outcomes [50]. Because social response appears to be a limitation to 392 

the GRIN2B social profile, social skills interventions could target these specific challenges (e.g., 393 

reciprocal conversation skills and appropriate response to the approach of others). Additionally, 394 

given current efforts to determine how pharmacological intervention may be able to rescue 395 

social function in animal models [51], continuing to fine-tune what social functions should be 396 

targeted in GRIN2B (and other genetic etiologies of ASD) will be critical. 397 

Perhaps related to these inappropriate social responses, children with de novo GRIN2B 398 

variants were much more likely to receive an ASD diagnosis than population estimates of ~1.6% 399 

[52]. In our sample, 8/13 (62%) of those receiving an in-person research assessment received 400 

an ASD diagnosis by a licensed clinical psychologist using DSM-5 criteria [26]. The intact social 401 

interest and social disinhibition widely observed in GRIN2B is similar to the “active-but-odd” 402 

social interaction subtype originally proposed by Wing and Gould in 1979 [53]. This style of 403 

interaction is characterized by active seeking of contact and interactions, although social 404 

initiations and responses are generally unusual and/or inappropriate (i.e., personal space 405 

boundary violations, asking personal questions, talking at length about a circumscribed or 406 

unusual interest). The active-but-odd interaction style in ASD has been associated with higher 407 

cognitive ability and adaptive skills, decreased autism severity, motor deficits, and attention 408 

deficit and hyperactivity symptoms [54–56]. Our results further expand previous 409 

characterizations of GRIN2B social interactions, such that approach appears intact but 410 

response is limited, which may potentially be linked to specific molecular mechanisms 411 

[11,14,15]. 412 

Disentangling the role of cognition in ASD symptomology.  413 

All GRIN2B participants who completed cognitive and adaptive testing met criteria for ID 414 

or GDD, providing additional evidence for the connection between ID and disruptive mutations 415 
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to this gene [8,11,14,15,57]. Diagnosis of ASD in the context of ID is challenging, particularly 416 

among individuals with severe to profound ID or co-occurring motor, vision, or hearing 417 

impairments [58]. Standardized assessments of ASD symptoms (e.g., the ADOS-2, ADI-R, and 418 

SRS-2) have reduced specificity and validity for individuals with severe cognitive, motor, or 419 

sensory impairment, so clinical judgment is needed when using these instruments to inform 420 

diagnosis [58–60]. Social communication deficits as compared to same-age peers are 421 

characteristic of ID; as such, it may be difficult to determine whether observed social 422 

communication deficits are inconsistent with developmental level as opposed to chronological 423 

age [26,60,61].  424 

Additionally, there is considerable overlap in the restricted and repetitive behaviors 425 

observed in individuals with ASD and comorbid ID and individuals with ID only. Specifically, 426 

similar rates of repetitive actions on objects, need for sameness, repetitive motor mannerisms, 427 

preoccupation with parts of objects, and nonfunctional routines and rituals have been found in 428 

both populations [62–66]. DSM-5 criteria that appear to best distinguish between ASD with ID 429 

and ID only include poor nonverbal communication (e.g., coordinated eye contact), reduced 430 

showing and sharing of interests, limited social emotional reciprocity, and the presence of 431 

restricted interests being related to ASD [63,64]. Differentiating the role of cognitive impairment 432 

in the presentation of ASD symptoms in individuals with GRIN2B is complicated by the many 433 

overlapping clinical features in both neurodevelopmental conditions.  434 

Overall, individuals with ID-associated genetic disorders often present with a complex 435 

and idiosyncratic profile of cognitive, language, motor, medical, psychiatric, and behavioral 436 

impairments, which may contribute to over diagnosis or inconsistent diagnosis of ASD in genetic 437 

disorders [58,67–69]. Future research on ASD profiles in GRIN2B and other rare ASD-438 

associated genetic disorders should continue to incorporate novel measures that are aligned 439 

with developmental level and validated for individuals with severe to profound ID [58–61,70]. 440 
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Limitations of the current study:  441 

The findings of this study should be considered in the context of study limitations. First, 442 

while this study provides an in-depth look at the ASD profile of the largest GRIN2B cohort to 443 

date, the sample size, particularly those with clinically-assessed ASD severity, remains small, 444 

which limited quantitative analyses and the extent to which findings can be applied broadly to 445 

the GRIN2B population. Within the current study, GRIN2B cases were identified from two 446 

different sources, each of which differed in the amount of clinical phenotyping that was 447 

conducted and availability of complete data across cases. Due to the small sample size, we 448 

adopted the traditional (albeit potentially problematic [71]) statistical significance threshold of p 449 

< 0.05 that may have contributed spurious findings. Given that the goal of this study was to 450 

provide an initial characterization of the comprehensive GRIN2B ASD profile and was not 451 

assessing efficacy of a clinical trial, we argue that this threshold was sufficient for our purposes. 452 

However, continued phenotyping efforts are needed to increase size of future cohorts with 453 

particular attention paid to harmonizing quantitative assessment tools for consistent 454 

characterization of patients.  455 

A limitation of comparisons between GRIN2B, Pathogenic, and ASD comparison groups 456 

should also be noted. While GRIN2B and Pathogenic groups were matched on sex, age, and 457 

cognitive ability, an age-matched “idiopathic” ASD comparison group was not available for 458 

analyses. The ASD comparison group was significantly older than the GRIN2B and Pathogenic 459 

groups, which may impact symptom presentation comparisons across groups. Future studies 460 

would benefit from an age-matched comparison group to further understand differences in 461 

GRIN2B and idiopathic ASD profiles.  462 

The current study focused on clarifying and informing socioemotional and RRB profiles 463 

for GRIN2B. However, as with many high-confidence neurodevelopmental disorder risk genes, 464 

GRIN2B is also characterized by significant medical and psychiatric comorbidities, which were 465 

not the focus of this study. Medical conditions including hypotonia, gastrointestinal disturbances, 466 
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sleep difficulties, and seizures have been noted in GRIN2B at rates consistent with other 467 

neurodevelopmental disorder risk genes. Additionally, attention difficulties and hyperactivity are 468 

frequently reported in those with GRIN2B variants. These medical and psychiatric comorbidities 469 

are likely to impact development and behavioral presentation and should be considered in future 470 

analyses to clarify the communication, social, and behavioral profiles of patients with GRIN2B 471 

mutations.  472 

Lastly, the current study did not evaluate phenotypic presentation of GRIN2B variants in 473 

tandem with a functional characterization of the genetic variants. Recent publications report a 474 

range of functional consequences of disruptive mutations in GRIN2B and suggest a possible 475 

link between gain of function mutations and epilepsy, although significantly more research is 476 

needed in this area [8,11]. Additional multidisciplinary collaborations that connect functional 477 

mechanisms of GRIN2B to clinical presentation is essential to understanding the role of 478 

GRIN2B in NDD risk and identifying points of pharmacological and behavioral intervention. 479 

 480 

Conclusion 481 

Our study aimed to elucidate ASD symptomology among children with de novo 482 

disruptive GRIN2B variants. Building upon other behavioral phenotyping efforts [15], we 483 

examined the profile of social communication impairments and RRBs in GRIN2B as compared 484 

to other LGD and idiopathic ASD groups. Our multi-informant approach provides a robust 485 

contextualization of ASD profiles and is a strength of this investigation. Both quantitative and 486 

qualitative data converged on a clear profile of social communication skills and RRBs unique to 487 

GRIN2B. While overall ASD severity was similar across groups, GRIN2B individuals exhibited 488 

intact social motivation and approach, limited social response, reduced pointing, noted sensory 489 

differences, atypical hand and arm mannerisms, and fewer restricted interests and rituals. 490 

Employing a larger sample, our findings confirm prior observations  of “friendly but boundless 491 

social behavior” [15] and extend phenotype characterization to detail differences across 492 
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nonverbal communication and an RRB profile characterized by repetitive motor behaviors. This 493 

nuanced examination of the phenotype has the potential to inform precision medicine, as 494 

individuals with disruptive GRIN2B variants appear to have similar strengths and challenges that 495 

may guide intervention recommendations and development of new treatments specific for 496 

GRIN2B. For instance, healthcare providers serving GRIN2B patients may find utility in targeting 497 

specific social communication limitations, such as pointing to share interest and appropriate 498 

social response. In the RRB domain, behavioral interventions to prevent repetitive motor 499 

behaviors from progressing to self-injurious behaviors may be warranted [72,73]. Our strong 500 

convergence across data sources provides a characterization of an ASD profile unique to 501 

GRIN2B, and further phenotyping of GRIN2B and other de novo disruptive variants should 502 

incorporate this multi-informant, data-driven approach to examine biologically based ASD 503 

profiles to inform precision medicine.  504 

  505 
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Table 1. Demographic characterization of participants. Group differences for (1) GRIN2B, (2) Pathogenic, (3) ASD Low NVIQ, 535 

and (4) ASD Average NVIQ groups are based upon chi-square (qualitative) and one-way ANOVA with Tukey HSD correction 536 

(quantitative) analyses.  537 

          ASD No Event Group differences 

  
(1)  

GRIN2B N 
(2)  

Pathogenic N 
(3)  

Low NVIQ N 
(4)  

Average NVIQ N p Description 

Female : Male 11:23 34 40:56 96 2:12 14 10:31 41 0.083   
Age in years 8.56 (4.67) 34 10 (4.42) 96 13.33 (2.62) 14 12.22 (2.66) 41 <.001 1 & 2 < 3 & 4 

Nonverbal cognitive abilities (NVIQ) 36.92 (11.77) 13 49.84 (26.7) 89 50.64 (15.45) 14 100.83 (8.9) 41 <.001 1 & 2 & 3 < 4 

NVIQ Range 16-55   7-137   30-70   86-115       
Verbal cognitive abilities (VIQ) 37.46 (15.7) 13 51 (30.03) 88 47.64 (19.25) 14 97.83 (19.95) 41 <.001 1 & 2 & 3 < 4 

Visit type - On Site : Home visit : Remote 9:4:21 34 81:15:0 96 14:0:0 14 41:0:0 41 <.001 1 < 2 & 3 & 4 

ASD Diagnosis  - Confirmed or Suspected 75.0%   78.1%   100.0%   100.0%   <.001 1 & 2 < 3 & 4 
Confirmed : Suspected : None : No data/Unsure 8:4:4:18 34 75:0:21:0 96 14:0:0:0 14 41:0:0:0 41     

ID Diagnosis - Confirmed or Suspected 93.9%   74.0%   100%   0%   <.001 4 < 2 < 1 & 3 
Confirmed : Suspected : None : No data/Unsure 31:0:2:1 34 71:0:25:0 96 14:0:0:0 14 0:0:41:0 41    

Adaptive skills (VABS-2) Composite 53.28 (13.51) 32 58.04 (14.57) 95 62.57 (6.88) 14 76 (10.16) 41 <.001 1 & 2 & 3 < 4 
   538 
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Table 2. ADOS-2 characterization and parent-reported ASD symptomology. Significant group differences (p < .05 after 539 

Bonferroni correction) are reported for (1) GRIN2B, (2) Pathogenic, (3) ASD Low NVIQ, and (4) ASD Average NVIQ groups.  540 

          ASD No Event Group differences 

  (1) GRIN2B N 
(2) 

Pathogenic N 
(3) Low 

NVIQ N 
(4) Average 

NVIQ N p Description 

ASD Severity (ADOS-2 CSS) 6.5 (2.54) 12 6.58 (2.46) 96 8.29 (2.16) 14 7.32 (1.85) 41 0.450   

   RRB 6.08 (2.78) 12 6.46 (2.57) 96 7.93 (2.37) 14 7.7 (2.15) 41 0.928   

Social affect 7.92 (1.93) 12 7.32 (2.27) 96 7.93 (2.59) 14 6.78 (2.28) 40 0.266   

Social skills (SRS-2) Total 74.88 (5.92) 26 78.22 (11.43) 94 80 (10.3) 14 73.07 (11.67) 41 
0.044 None with correction 

(p's >.08) 

Awareness T 72.42 (9.51) 26 75.31 (10.21) 94 77 (8.95) 14 68.88 (10.73) 41 
0.006 4 < 2 

Cognition T 77.00 (5.51) 26 75.56 (10.17) 94 75.79 (12.08) 14 68.51 (11.27) 41 
0.002 4 < 1 & 2 

Communication 75.04 (7.06) 26 78.5 (11.96) 94 78.71 (10.79) 14 72.68 (12.47) 41 
0.048 4 < 1 & 2 

Motivation T 58.65 (9.59) 26 66.81 (13.17) 94 71.07 (10.09) 14 67.54 (11.34) 41 
0.004 1 < 3 & 4 

Mannerisms T 75.46 (9.77) 26 76.83 (13.85) 94 79 (13.08) 14 73.05 (13.3) 41 
0.368 

 

ASD Screener (SCQ) 18.55 (6.8) 20 20.66 (7.43) 65 23.85 (5.01) 13 18.85 (6.21) 33 
0.035 None with correction 

(p's >.07) 
Adaptive skills - Social subdomain 
(VABS-2) 

60.09 
(12.87) 32 60.21 (13.41) 96 61.29 (8.98) 14 73.95 (13.41) 41 <.0001 1 & 2 & 3 < 4 

Repetitive behaviors (RBS-R) Total score 14 (9.85) 15 18.1 (12.48) 93 30.57 (22.01) 14 19.15 (12.25) 41 0.008 1 & 2 < 3 

Compulsive  2.13 (2.36) 15 2.99 (3.42) 93 9.36 (6.63) 14 4.78 (4.3) 41 <.0001 1 & 2 < 4 < 3 

Self-injurious  3.8 (3.32) 15 3.16 (3.57) 93 3.57 (4.54) 14 2.15 (2.67) 41 0.447   

Sensory motor  5.13 (3.54) 15 5.73 (4.52) 93 6.36 (6.69) 14 3.68 (2.99) 41 0.193   

Restricted  0.87 (1.55) 15 1.85 (1.84) 93 2.5 (2.1) 14 2.41 (1.86) 41 0.035 1 < 3 & 4 

Sameness  2.07 (2.12) 15 4.37 (4.93) 93 8.79 (8.17) 14 6.12 (5.58) 41 0.004 2 & 1 < 3; 1 < 4 

  541 
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Table 3. ADI-R items with ASD symptomology relevant to GRIN2B. Significant chi-square results pertaining to GRIN2B are 542 

presented for ADI-R items. Significant group differences (p < .05 after Bonferroni correction) are reported for (1) GRIN2B, (2) 543 

Pathogenic, (3) ASD Low NVIQ, and (4) ASD Average NVIQ groups. See SI Table 3 for complete analyses.  544 

Problem Subdomain Item Description X2 p 
(1) 

GRIN2B 
(2) 

Pathogenic 

(3) 
Low 
NVIQ 

(4) 
Average 

NVIQ 
Group 

difference 
Current Socioemotional 

reciprocity 
52 Showing and directing 

attention 15.47 0.017 50.0% 37.5% 35.7% 9.8% 4 < 1 & 2 
Current Nonverbal 

communication 
42 Pointing to express 

interest 16.44 0.012 62.5% 37.5% 35.7% 17.1% 4 < 1 
Current Routines and 

rituals 
74 Difficulties with minor 

changes in 
routines/environment 

21.90 0.001 6.3% 24.0% 28.6% 46.3% 1 & 2 < 4 
Most abnormal 4-
5 years 

Socioemotional 
reciprocity 

59 Appropriateness of 
social responses 13.91 0.031 12.5% 50.0% 71.4% 50.0% 1 < 2 & 3 

Most abnormal 4-
5 years 

Nonverbal 
communication 

42 Pointing to express 
interest 19.46 0.003 81.3% 55.4% 71.4% 30.0% 4 < 3 < 1 & 2 

Lifetime Routines and 
rituals 

70 Compulsions and 
rituals 17.28 0.008 6.3% 19.8% 50.0% 36.6% 1 & 2 < 4 

Lifetime Routines and 
rituals 

74 Difficulties with minor 
changes in 
routines/environment 

32.81 <.001 12.5% 31.3% 64.3% 65.9% 1 & 2 < 4; 1 < 3 
Lifetime Restricted 

interests 
68 Circumscribed 

interests 18.19 0.006 31.3% 27.1% 42.9% 51.2% 1 &2 < 3 
Lifetime Sensory 

differences 
73 Abnormal, 

idiosyncratic, negative 
response to specific 
sensory stimuli 16.92 0.010 31.3% 31.3% 57.1% 56.1% 1 < 3 & 4 

   545 
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Supplementary Tables available in Excel file: 546 

1. Supplementary Table 1. Genetic characterization of participants with GRIN2B or other Pathogenic mutations. 547 

2. Supplementary Table 2. Demographic characterization and results that including GRIN2B subjects with variants of 548 

unknown significance.  549 

3. Supplementary Table 3. ADI-R items used for ASD symptomology characterization. Chi-square results for all ADI-R 550 

items examined for both current problems and historical problems. Significant group differences (p < .05 after Bonferroni 551 

correction) are reported for (1) GRIN2B, (2) Pathogenic, (3) ASD Low NVIQ, and (4) ASD Average NVIQ groups. 552 

4. Supplementary Table 4. Parent-reported ASD symptomology with low GRIN2B sample size. Significant group 553 

differences (p < .05 after Bonferroni correction) are reported for (1) GRIN2B, (2) Pathogenic, (3) ASD Low NVIQ, and (4) ASD 554 

Average NVIQ groups.   555 
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Figure Legends 556 

Figure 1. Parental-endorsed current (Panel A) and historical (Panel B) problems. Radar plots depict the proportion of parents 557 

endorsing problems on ADI-R items with points further from the center indicating a larger proportion and gridlines reflecting quartiles 558 

(dashed inner circle = 50% endorsed problems; solid outer circle = 100% endorsed problems). Outside the plot, item subdomain and 559 

item number are listed. Significant group differences (p < .05 with Bonferroni correction) are noted with a superscript: asterisk (*) 560 

indicates significant results pertaining to GRIN2B and wedge (^) indicates other effects of group. Group designations: green triangle, 561 

GRIN2B; black diamond, Pathogenic; dark purple circle, ASD No Event Average NVIQ; light purple square, ASD No Event Average 562 

NVIQ. Subdomain abbreviations: SER, socioemotional reciprocity; NVC, nonverbal communication; REL, relationships; RMM, 563 

repetitive motor movements; ROU, routines and rituals; RES, restricted interests; SEN, sensory differences.  564 

Figure 2. Parent-reported scores on social responsiveness scale (SRS-2). Group means for total and subdomain T-scores on 565 

the SRS-2 are illustrated as boxplots describing median and interquartile range. Group distribution is indicated by violin plot. For a 566 

guide, horizontal lines reference borderline range (dashed) and clinical range (solid). Number of participants contributing data are 567 

indicated at the bottom for each group. 568 
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